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PROGRAMMING ASSIGNMENT  

The Students should prepare a completed assignment of 15 programs during the whole year  

to reinforce the concepts studied in class.  Problems on assignment should consists of 

programs from the prescribed syllabus of ISC( 2020-2021). 

 

GUIDELINES FOR ASSIGNMENT : 

Apart from programs each program should contain the following as mentioned hereunder. 

A) ALGORITHM 

B)  VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 

C) DOCUMENTATION ( SUCH AS COMMENTS ETC ) 

 

ASSIGNMENT REPORT :      (OFF LINE/ ON LINE ) 

OFF LINE SUBMISSION :  ( If the school reopens for normal classes ) 

1. A hard bound record book (lab book) preferably A4 size may be used for making the 

assignment. 

2. The record book should be covered in white drawing sheet and details of the 

Assignment to be printed (* As per the format given overleaf) on the top of the record 

book. 

3. The programs should be  TYPED 

ON LINE SUBMISSION:    ( If it continues for the on-line classes  )  

1. The programs should be  TYPED . 

2. Should be made in the form of a PDF with all contains .It should be sent to the mail-id as 

mentioned under 

mail : bwbsquestion@gmail.com 

  

 

3.  Last date of submission :      23RD November 2020. 
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ASSIGNMENT   FOR CLASS- XII –( COMPUTER SCIENCE ) 

 

QS-1– Sorting Non-Boundary Matrix Elements 

Write a program to declare a square matrix A[][] of order (M x M) where ‘M’ must be 

greater than 3 and less than 10. Allow the user to input positive integers into this matrix. 

Perform the following tasks on the matrix: 

(a) Sort the boundary elements in descending order using any standard sorting technique 

and rearrange them in the matrix. 

(b) Calculate the sum of the boundary elements. 

(c) Display the original matrix, rearranged matrix and sum of the boundary elements. 

 

QS2-Circular Prime 

A Circular Prime is a prime number that remains prime under cyclic shifts of its digits. When 

the leftmost digit is removed and replaced at the end of the remaining string of digits, the 

generated number is still prime. The process is repeated until the original number is 

reached again. 

A number is said to be prime if it has only two factors I and itself. 

Example: 

131 

311 

113 

Hence, 131 is a circular prime 

 

QS-3. Java program to print the Calendar of any given month 

Write a program to accept the year, month and the weekday name of the 1st day of that 

month and generate its calendar. 

Example : 

INPUT : 

Year : 2016 

Month : February 

1st day of February : Monday 
 

 

 

 

OUTPUT : 

--------------------------------- 

           February 2016 

--------------------------------- 

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT 

--------------------------------- 

     1     2       3       4         5         6 

--------------------------------- 



 7   8   9   10  11  12  13 

--------------------------------- 

 14  15  16  17  18  19  20 

--------------------------------- 

 21  22  23  24  25  26  27 

--------------------------------- 

 28  29                   

--------------------------------- 

 

QS-4. Java program to arrange sentences in a Paragraph in Ascending order of 

their Number of words 

Accept a paragraph of text consisting of sentences that are terminated by either ‘.’ (full 

stop), ‘!’ (exclamation mark) or a ‘?’ (question mark). Assume that there can be maximum 10 

sentences in a paragraph. Write a program to arrange the sentences in increasing order of 

their number of words. 

Example : 

INPUT : Please come and attend the party. Hello! How are you? 

OUTPUT : 

Hello = 1 

How are you = 3 

Please come and attend the party = 6 

  

QS-5. Java program to fill a Matrix with 3 characters in the given sequence  

Given a square matrix M [ ] [ ] of order ‘n’. The maximum value possible for ‘n’ is 10. Accept 

three different characters from the keyboard and fill the array according to the instruction 

given below. 

Fill the upper and lower elements formed by the intersection of the diagonals by character 1. 

Fill the left and right elements formed by the intersection of the diagonals by character 2. 

Fill both the diagonals by character 3. 

Output the result in format given below: 

Example 1 

ENTER SIZE : 4 

INPUT : FIRST CHARACTER : ‘*’ 

SECOND CHARACTER : ‘?’ 

THIRD CHARACTER : ‘#’ 

OUTPUT : 

# * * # 

? # # ? 

? # # ? 

# * * # 

 

QS-6. Java program to check for Evil Number  

Example: Binary equivalent of 9 is 1001, which contains even number of 1’s. 

A few evil numbers are 3, 5, 6, 9…. 

Design a program to accept a positive whole number and find the binary equivalent of the 

number and count the number of 1’s in it and display whether it is a Evil number or not with 

an appropriate message. Output the result in format given below: 

Example 1 

INPUT : 15 



BINARY EQUIVALENT : 1111 

NO. OF 1’s : 4 

OUTPUT : EVIL NUMBER 
 

Example 2 

INPUT : 26 

BINARY EQUIVALENT : 11010 

NO. OF 1’s : 3 

OUTPUT : NOT AN EVIL NUMB 

 

QS-7. Java program to check for Pronic Number  

Question: 
Write a Program in Java to input a number and check whether it is a Pronic 

Number or Heteromecic Number or not. 

Pronic Number : A pronic number, oblong number, rectangular number or heteromecic 

number, is a number which is the product of two consecutive integers, that is, n (n + 1). 

 

The first few pronic numbers are: 

0, 2, 6, 12, 20, 30, 42, 56, 72, 90, 110, 132, 156, 182, 210, 240, 272, 306, 342, 380, 420, 462 … 

etc. 

 

QS-8.Java program to check for Harshad Number (Niven Number) 

Write a Program in Java to input a number and check whether it is a Harshad 

Number or Niven Number or not.. 

 

Harshad Number : In recreational mathematics, a Harshad number (or Niven number), is 

an integer (in base 10) that is divisible by the sum of its digits. 

 

QS-9:  Java program to check for Fascinating Number 

Write a Program in Java to input a number and check whether it is a Fascinating 

Number or not.. 

 

Fascinating Numbers : Some numbers of 3 digits or more exhibit a very interesting 

property. The property is such that, when the number is multiplied by 2 and 3, and both 

these products are concatenated with the original number, all digits from 1 to 9 are present 

exactly once, regardless of the number of zeroes. 

Let’s understand the concept of Fascinating Number through the following example: 

Consider the number 192, 

192 x 1 = 192 

192 x 2 = 384 

192 x 3 = 576 
Concatenating the results : 192384576 

It could be observed that ‘192384576’ consists of all digits from 1 to 9 exactly once. Hence, it 

could be concluded that 192 is a Fascinating Number. 

Some examples of fascinating Numbers are : 192, 219, 273, 327, 1902, 1920, 2019 etc. 

  

QS-10 :Rotate Matrix 90° Clockwise 

Write a program to declare a square matrix A[ ][ ] of order MxM where ‘M’ is the number of 

rows and the number of columns, such that M must be greater than 2 and less than 10. 

Accept the value of M as user input. Display an appropriate message for an invalid input. 

Allow the user to input integers into this matrix. Perform the following tasks: 



(a) Display the original matrix. 

(b) Rotate the matrix 90° clockwise as shown below: 

Original Matrix 

  

1   2   3 

4   5   6 

7   8   9 

  

Rotated Matrix 

  

7   4   1 

8   5   2 

9   6   3 

(c) Find the sum of the elements of the four corners of the matrix. 

  

QS-11 : Java Program to check for Lower Triangular Matrix 

Write a Program in Java to input a 2-D square matrix and check whether it is a Lower 

Triangular Matrix or not. 

Lower Triangular Matrix : A Lower Triangular matrix is a square matrix in which all the 

entries above the main diagonal ( ) are zero. The entries below or on the main diagonal 

themselves may or may not be zero. 

Example: 

5   0   0   0    

3   1   0   0    

4   9   4   0    

6   8   7   2 

 

QS-12. Java Program to check for Upper Triangular Matrix 

Write a Program in Java to input a 2-D square matrix and check whether it is an Upper 

Triangular Matrix or not. 

Upper Triangular Matrix : An Upper Triangular matrix is a square matrix in which all the 

entries below the main diagonal ( ) are zero. The entries above or on the main diagonal 

themselves may or may not be zero. 
 

Example: 

5 3 0 7 

0 1 9 8 

0 0 4 6 

0 0 0 2 

 

QS-13.Java Program to check for Scalar Matrix 

Write a Program in Java to input a 2-D square matrix and check whether it is a Scalar Matrix 

or not. 

Scalar Matrix : A scalar matrix is a diagonal matrix in which the main diagonal ( ) 

entries are all equal. 
See : Java program to check for Diagonal Matrix 

Example: 

5 0 0 0 

0 5 0 0 

0 0 5 0 

http://www.guideforschool.com/1961892-java-program-to-check-for-diagonal-matrix/
http://www.guideforschool.com/1961892-java-program-to-check-for-diagonal-matrix/


0 0 0 5 

 

QS-14 Write a Program in Java to input a 2-D square matrix and check whether it is a 

Diagonal Matrix or not. 

Diagonal Matrix : A diagonal matrix is a matrix (usually a square matrix) in which the entries 

outside the main diagonal ( ) are all zero. The diagonal entries themselves may or may not 

be zero (but all diagonal entries cannot be zero). 

Example: 

5 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 7  

 

 

QS.15 Write a Program in Java to input two 2-D arrays and perform Matrix Multiplication: 

 

 

                   *****END***** 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

 



 

 


